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Abstract
This work presents a study on the computational homogenization of electro-magneto-mechanically coupled
problems through the Virtual Element Method (VEM). VE-approaches have great potential for the homoge-
nization of the physical properties of heterogeneous polycrystalline microstructures with anisotropic grains. The
flexibility in element shapes can be exploited for creating VE-mesh with a significant lower number of degrees
of freedom if compared to finite element (FE) meshes, while maintaining a high accuracy. Evidence that VE-
approaches outperform FEM are available in the literature, but only addressing purely-mechanic problems (i.e.
elastic properties) and transversely anisotropic materials. The aim of this work is twofold. On one hand, the
study compares VE-and FE-based numerical homogenization schemes for electro-mechanically coupled prob-
lems for different crystal lattice structures and degrees of elastic anisotropy. Within all considered materials,
the VE-approach outperforms the FE-approach for the same number of nodes. On the other hand a hybrid
microstructure made up by both electro-mechanical and magneto-mechanical grains is investigated resulting in a
electro-magneto-mechanically coupled microstructure. Again, VEM provides a more accurate solution strategy.
Keywords: Computational Homogenization, Virtual Element Method (VEM), Microstructure,
Electro-Magneto-Mechanics
1. Introduction
The consideration of physical effects, occuring at microscopic length scales of polycrystalline aggregates, is well
established within the framework of computational micromechanics. A wide range of information, gained from
this length scale, is available on macroscopic environments resulting from homogenization techniques. Voigt,
Reuss and Hill in for instance [1, 2, 3] developed strategies to bridge from the micro- up to the macroscopic
framework. As another prominent example, the work on FE2-Schemes in [4, 5, 6] is mentioned here. Moreover, a
detailed illustration of the underlying micromechanical principles from the standard setup up to more advanced
relations, can be found in [7].
When addressing the numerical homogenization of polycrystalline microstructures, the material symmetry of
single grains is affected by its particular lattice structure. Complex behavior can arise when grains are endowed
by lower symmetries such as trigonal or orthorhombic structures. In addition, the geometric properties of grains
can lead to distorted finite element meshes, if not highly refined in certain regions. For these reasons, classical
FE-approaches require either a large number of elements or a higher polynomial degree to obtain small ho-
mogenization errors in the framework of computational micromechanics. As outlined in [8], VEM demonstrates
an outperformance in comparison with classical FE-approaches regarding the homogenization of purely elastic
mechanical properties of polycrystalline assembles with transversely isotropic grains.
However, when considering a multiphysics framework with piezo-electricity and/or piezo-magnetism, the per-
formance of VE-homogenization schemes remains an open question. In this regards, a comparison between
VE- and FE-approaches will be conducted in 3D and addressing different crystal systems, extending the results
in [8]. It will be shown that a VEM strategy is a more efficient and more robust option with regards to the
same level of accuracy. In fact, FEM performs well when addressing quasi-isotropic behavior, even if geometric
properties are complex and the number of nodes is at a minimum level. Contrary, by an increase of anisotropy,
the error of a FE-approach increases up to a not acceptable level. To improve this behaviour, one could choose
either a finer mesh, or a higher polynomial degree for the ansatz-functions, or a combination of both. But this
results in an increase of the simulation time. On the other hand, VEM outperforms FEM in this regime with the
minimum level of nodes, by defining only one element for each grain. The study addresses piezo-electric grains
for electro-mechanical polycrystalline assemblies, as well as hybrid microstructures, with both piezo-electrical
and magneto-mechanical grain materials for electro-magneto-mechanically coupled problems.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Constitutive Framework of the microscopic Boundary Value Problem
Let BM Ă R3 be the continuum in three-dimensional space at macroscopic level. Then, xM denotes a material
point at BM, see Figure 1. Moreover, BBM Ă R2 depicts the surface of the macroscopic continuum, where
appropriate boundary conditions are applied.
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of macroscopic continuum BM with material point xM and its related representative volume element
RVE at microscopic length scale
A representative volume element RVE at the microscale is attached to every macroscopic material point xM P
BM. Then, for every RVE , let Bm Ă BM be the microscopic continuum. Thus, xm states a material point Bm as
well as BBm the surface at the microscopic level. The three primary fields, namely the mechanical displacement
u, the electric potential φ as well as the magnetic potential ϕ in Bm, are introduced which are summarized in
R “ tu, φ, ϕu. (1)
In line with the small strain assumption, their gradients are introduced as
ε “ sym pOuq , E “ ´Oφ, H “ ´Oϕ, (2)
with tε,E,Hu being the infinitesimal strain tensor ε, the electric field vector E, and the magnetic field vector H
at microscopic length scale. The set of microscopic dual quantities to Eq. (2) is then given by tσ,D,Bu being
respectively the Cauchy stress tensor, the electric displacement vector and the magnetic flux density vector [9].
The governing equations in the absence of body forces are the balance of linear momentum and Gauss’ law of
electrostatics as well as magneto-statics
div pσq “ 0, div pDq “ Q, div pBq “ 0. (3)
Here, Q denotes the density of free charge carriers [9].
Microscopic constitutive relations depend on the type of crystal lattice characterizing grains in the polycrystalline
assembly. Moreover, the material symmetry directions (i.e., crystal lattice) of each grain are rotated within the
microstructure, see Figure 2, resulting in a highly heterogeneous structure.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a cubic unit cell with lattice-aligned axes bi rotated with respect to coordinate axes ei
Following [9], a linear relationship is assumed for each grain between the dual quantities at the microstructure,
expressed in Voigt notation as: »– σl´Dl
´Bl
fifllooomooon
Ll
“
»– Cl ´eTl ´qTl´el ´l ´αl
´ql ´αl µl
fiflloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
Gl
»– εlEl
Hl
fifllomon
Pl
. (4)
Here p¨ql denotes a quantity, related to the local grain-specific coordinate system. tC, e,q, ,α,µu are respec-
tively the mechanical, piezoelectric, piezomagnetic, dielectric, electromagnetic and the magnetic modulus at
grain-level. These moduli are collected in a generalized modulus G, see [9]. The constitutive relationship in Eq.
(4) can be described by introducing a quadratic potential:
ψg “ 1
2
P ¨G ¨P. (5)
Where P “ vectε,E,Hu and G are represented in a global coordinate system, common among all grains in the
RVE . Differentiation of Eq. (5) with respect to the strains and the gradients of the magnetic and electro-static
potentials yields
σ “ BψgBε , D “ ´
Bψg
BE , B “ ´
Bψg
BH . (6)
A transformation of the grain specific coordinate system Gl Ñ G is obtained by a set of rotation tensors IIL
and IIP, extending the approach in [10] to tE,Hu and their dual quantities tD,Bu, which transforms L and P,
respectively,
Ll “
»–Tσ 0 00 Q 0
0 0 Q
fiflloooooooomoooooooon
IIL
L, Pl “
»–Tε 0 00 Q 0
0 0 Q
fiflloooooooomoooooooon
IIP
P,
(7)
where Ttσ,εu are coordinate transformations of the Cauchy stress tensor and of the infinitesimal strain tensor
[10] and Q denotes a rotation tensor (see Appendix A.1). Modulus G is obtained from Eq. (4) and (7), by
G “ II´1L GlIIP, tIIL, IIPu P SO p3q . (8)
2.2. Homogenization of the microscopic Boundary Value Problem
Macroscopic homogenized quantities are obtained through homogenization of microscale fields within the RVE .
The macroscopic set tε,E,H,σ,D,Bu is linked to its set of microscopic counterparts tε,E,H,σ,D,Bu through
averaged volume integrals [9], yielding
ε “ 1
V
ż
Bm
sym pOuqdV “ 1
V
ż
BBm
sym pub nmqdA, σ “ 1
V
ż
Bm
σdV “ 1
V
ż
BBm
sym ptb xmqdA,
E “ ´ 1
V
ż
Bm
OφdV “ ´ 1
V
ż
BBm
φnmdA, D “ ´ 1
V
ż
Bm
DdV “ ´ 1
V
ż
BBm
ΞxmdA,
H “ ´ 1
V
ż
Bm
OϕdV “ ´ 1
V
ż
BBm
ϕnmdA, B “ ´ 1
V
ż
Bm
BdV “ ´ 1
V
ż
BBm
ΘxmdA.
(9)
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The micro-macro transition criterion postulates the fulfillment of Hill’s condition
xσ : εy ´ xD ¨Ey ´ xB ¨Hy “ σ : ε´D ¨E´B ¨H, (10)
with x¨y “ 1V
ş ¨dV being the average operator in the RVE . Eq. (10) shall hold true for every mechanical,
electric and magnetic field applied to the RVE , leading to
xσ : εy “ σ : ε, xD ¨Ey “ D ¨E, xB ¨Hy “ B ¨H. (11)
Hence, the set of macroscopic, homogenized, moduli are given by:
C “ BxσyBε , e “
BxDy
Bε , q “
BxBy
Bε ,
 “ BxDyBE , α “
BxBy
BE , µ “
BxBy
BH .
(12)
At the macroscopic level, a linear constitutive relation is introduced as in Eq. (4) at the microscopic length
scale, defining the homogenized macroscopic modulus G:
G “
»– C ´eT ´qT´e ´ ´αT
´q ´α µ
fifl . (13)
The homogenized quantities from Eq. (12) are obtained by employing 12 independent states of boundary condi-
tions which lead to xPy “ Pm, such that
“
Pm
‰
i
“ δim where δim is the Kronecker delta pi,m “ 1, ..., 12q. The
boundary conditions, applied at the boundary BRVE of the RVE , are of Dirichlet-type. Thus, the surface BRVE
is constrained by either prescribed values for uniform displacements, electric potential or magnetic potential
tu, φ, ϕu|BRVE , as:
For
$’’’&’’’%
m ď 6 u|BRVE “ ε¯mxm, φ|BRVE “ 0, ϕ|BRVE “ 0
6 ă m ď 9 u|BRVE “ 0, φ|BRVE “ xm
L
, ϕ|BRVE “ 0
9 ă m ď 12 u|BRVE “ 0, φ|BRVE “ 0, ϕ|BRVE “ xm
L
, (14)
with ε¯m such that
rvectε¯musi “ δim; and x7 “ x10 “ x, x8 “ x11 “ y, x9 “ x12 “ z. (15)
These are variables with respect to the coordinate axes ei in the RVE and L denotes the RVE dimension (for
simplicity it is assumed to have a cubic shape). By generalizing the average strain theorem, it is straightforward
to verify from Eq. (9) that the above definitions lead to
“
Pm
‰
i
“ δim as introduced before. Thereof, the first
applied boundary condition yields to P1 “ r1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0s and the remaining set of boundary
conditions are introduced in the same way. Hence, the macroscopic modulus of the problem is determined by
the averaged stresses, electric displacements and magnetic flux densities, obtained from the numerical solution
of a series of m “ 1, ..., 12 boundary value problems“
G
‰
im
“ “vectσ,D,Bu‰
im
, σ “ xσ|Pmy, D “ xD|Pmy, B “ xB|Pmy. (16)
2.3. Computational Approach: The Virtual Element Method
The virtual element method (VEM) has been introduced and highly developed in the last decade. From its
general formulation in inter alia [11, 12, 13, 14] towards to recent works on homogenization [8], a framework
regarding contact mechanics [15] as well as elastodynamics [16] show its variety to multiple engineering fields
as well as its performance and efficiency within. The advantage of VEM regarding the homogenization of
polycrystalline microstructures is clearly the ability to match a grain of arbitrary convex/non-convex geometry
perfectly [8].
Here, the particular grain structure at RVE is generated by a Voronoi tessellation, see Figure 3a). Hence, Bm
is discretized by non-overlapping elements of polyhedral type G Ă R3. The surface of a single polyhedron with
volume VG is composed of planar faces F P BG Ă R2, as illustrated in Figure 3b). These faces are characterized
by linear edges e P BF Ă R1 defined by two points, that represent the vertices v of Gi Ă Bm. Each virtual
element, possibly non-convex, represents a single grain in the RVE .
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a) b) c)
Figure 3: Illustration of a) an artificial generated grain as a virtual element G P Bm, by Voronoi tesselation; b) its decomposition
into faces F P BG; c) its decomposition into a submesh with a minimum number of tetrahedrons T P G by triangulation
A low-order virtual element formulation is here employed. As illustrated in [8], the element-wise defined virtual
space Vh of primary fields R and their variations is then provided by
Vh|G “ tRh P
“
H1 pGq‰3 : 4Rh “ 0 P G ^Rh|F P Vτ |F ,@F P Gu, (17)
where
Vτ |F “ tRh P
”
H1 pFq
č
C0 pFq
ı3
: 4τRh “ 0 P F ^Rh|e P rP1 peqs3 ,@e P BFu (18)
defines the virtual space on each face F P BG, with 4,4τ being the Laplacian operators in the global and
local face (index τ) variables. Vτ |F is the space of continuous harmonic functions, being piece-wise linear on
BF . Vh|G is then the space of continuous harmonic functions at G. At this point we note from [13], that with
Vh|G from Eq. (17) a suitable set of degree of freedom can be introduced by means of point-wise values at the
vertices of a polyhedron v P G.
The solution of the boundary value problem at hand can be achieved by minimization of a potential U Ñ min,
where
U :“
ÿ
g
ż
Gg
ψgdBm ´Πextpuq, (19)
is obtained form the energy density function of each grain and the potential of external loads Πext. Therefore,
the construction of this potential in a virtual element framework relies on a split of the primary fields Rh into
a projection part and a remainder [16]
Rh “ ΠRh ` pRh ´ΠRhq , (20)
with
Π : Vh ÞÑ P1 (21)
being the projection operator on polynomial space of order one, defined such that:ż
G
OΠRhdBm !“
ż
G
ORhdBm, 1
nv
nvÿ
k“1
ΠRh pxmkq !“ 1nv
nvÿ
k“1
Rh pxmkq . (22)
Here txm P R3 : xm P Bm Ă BMu denote the set of particular spatial coordinates at v P G and nv its total
number per polyhedron. In a linear formulation, the ansatz for ΠRh at each element is:
ΠRh “
3ÿ
i“1
pNΠ ¨ aiq ei, (23)
withNΠ “ t1, x, y, zu collecting constant 1 and the coordinate variables with respect to e1, e2 and e3. Moreover,
ai “ tai1, ..., ai6u are the coefficients defining ΠRh in each element, i.e. ΠRh|G . In particular, the constant
parts ai1 vanish through application of the gradient operator, and OΠRh|G “ tOΠuh|G ,OΠφh|G ,OΠϕh|Gu is
fully characterized by:
OΠuh|G “
»–a12 a13 a14a22 a23 a24
a32 a33 a34
fifl , OΠφh|G “
»–a15a25
a35
fifl , OΠϕh|G “
»–a16a26
a36
fifl. (24)
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Due to the linear character of the ansatz, we obtain OΠRh|G “ const. P G. Integration by parts of the right-hand
side of the integral in Eq. (22), yields
OΠuh|G “ 1
VG
ÿ
FPBG
ż
F
uh b nFdA, tOΠφh|G ,OΠϕh|Gu “ 1
VG
ÿ
FPBG
ż
F
tφh, ϕhunFdA, (25)
with nF being the unit normal vector of F P BG. Since integrals in Eq. (25) can be computed from the values
of primary variables at element vertices, the coefficients in Eq. (24) are univocally determined as function of
nodal degrees of freedom. Since the primary fields are decomposed, so is the potential
U pORhq “AG
»—–Uc pOΠRh|Gqlooooooomooooooon
consistency
´Us pORh|G ´ OΠRh|Gqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
stabilization
fiffifl . (26)
While the consistency term is computable from Eq. (23), the stabilization term depends not only on the
known projection term ΠRh, but also on the total field Rh, for which shape functions are not introduced.
The construction of the stabilization term follows from [17] by partitioning the potential U pRhq into a fraction
β P r0, 1s, based on the projected fields and another one based on the total field
U pORhq “AG rp1´ βqU pOΠRh|Gq ` βU pORh|Gqs . (27)
The stabilization part is computed by introducing for Rh a FE ansatz, based on a decomposition of G into a
submesh of regular tetrahedrons by means of a triangulation with minimum number of internal elements, see
Figure 3c). Here, also a linear ansatz is employed to obtain OR. The element residual RG as well as the element
stiffness tangent KG are then found by
RG “ p1´ βq BU pOΠRh|GqBpG ` β
BU pORh|Gq
BpG , KG “
BRG
BpG , (28)
with pG “ vec pRhq being the vector of nodal unknowns of the element G. The computation is performed
by using the software package AceGen/AceFEM as a symbolic mathematic software tool in Mathematica for
deriving residual and tangent matrix through automatic differentiation tools [18].
It is worth noting, that, by following a low order virtual element formulation, the obtained set of microscopic
quantities tε,E,H,σ,D,Bu “ const. in each element, and thus grain, G. Accordingly, the volume integral
formulations in Eq. (9) simplify in general to ż
G
p¨qdBm “ VG p¨q . (29)
3. Results
A microstructure, consisting of 100 polyhedral grains, artificially generated, by a voronoi tessellation [19], is
considered. To compare FE- and VE-approaches, a parametric study is conducted.
a) b) c)
Figure 4: Illustration of an artificially generated RVE (100 grains), discretized by a) VEM-VO mesh, vertices of polyhedral elements
are the nodes of the virtual elements (one polyhedral element equals one virtual element), b) coarse FEM-O1 mesh with same number
of nodes as VEM-VO mesh (tetrahedralized polyhedral elements); c) fine FEM-O1 mesh (>350 k tetrahedral elements)
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In the virtual element approach, each polyhedral grain is discretized by one virtual element (VEM-VO), see
Figure 4a). By utilizing a tetrahedralization, the corresponding coarse FEM-O1 mesh with same number of
nodes is designed. This coarse FE-mesh represents the submesh with which the stabilization term is computed.
Benchmark results are obtained from a convergence study, where the FEM-O1 mesh is consequently refined up
to >350 k elements, see Figure 4c). In addition to the coarse FEM-O1 mesh, illustrated in Figure 4b), where
linear shape functions applied, also a mesh with the same number of elements, but interpolated by quadratic
shape functions, is employed within the parametric study (coarse FEM-O2).
3.1. Electro-Mechanically Coupled Problems
First, the study is restricted to pure electro-mechanically coupled problems. Thus, the macroscopic effective
modulus G from Eq. (13) shrinks to
G “
„
C ´eT
´e ´

,
“
G
‰
im
“ “vectσ,Du‰
im
, σ “ xσ|Pmy, D “ xD|Pmy, (30)
which requires 9 independent simulations with xPy “ Pm such that
“
Pm
‰
i
“ δim with pi,m “ 1, ..., 9q. Material
properties stem from [20, 21, 22], their corresponding IDs are listed in Table 1.
Material MP-ID Lattice Structure AU Point Group
GaPO4 mp-553932 Orthorhombic 1.31 222
AlPO4 mp-4051 Orthorhombic 1.22 222
MoS2 mp-1434 Trigonal 140.72 3m
BN mp-604884 Hexagonal 244.58 6¯m2
BaNiO3 mp-19241 Hexagonal 14.49 6mm
Table 1: Identification of materials used for studies on electro-mechanically coupled problems
For each material, AU ě 0 (also given in Table 1) denotes the index of elastic anisotropy, introduced by [23]
and is influenced by the differences of magnitude of entries related to main- and off-diagonal terms of C, being
directly proportional to the degree of anisotropy. Though the underlying lattice structure differs through applied
materials, see Table 1, the geometric properties of polycrystalline grain structure is hold constant, see Figure 4.
Hence, the computations analyze the influence of different material response in an electro-mechanical framework
related to the applied lattice structure, which affect the location of the non-zero entries in Gl, see Appendix
A.2.
3.1.1. Computational Error of macroscopic effective Properties
An appropriate measure for comparison regarding performance of VE- and FE-approaches is introduced by an
estimator of the computational error EC . In this regard, the Frobenius norm
||p¨q|| “
gffe nÿ
i“1
mÿ
j“1
p¨q2ij (31)
is introduced to compare the effective macroscopic moduli in Eq. (30) obtained by different computational
approaches. For the comparison, the computational error EC related to the different discretizations
EC “
∣∣∣∣ ||p¨q||M||p¨q||fine ´ 1
∣∣∣∣102, M P tFEM-O1, FEM-O2, VEM-VOu, p¨q P tG,C, e, u, (32)
is employed for different number of nodes for each approach. EC in Eq. (32) is defined as a relative quantity
with respect to the result of the finest solution of the FEM-O1 approach using the largest number of elements,
see Figure 4c), denoted by ||p¨q||fine. Thus it is assumed that the convergence of a FEM-O1 approach leads to
decreasing computational error, with EC “ 0 at the finest mesh with largest number of nodes. In comparison to
that convergence curve, the results, obtained by a FEM-O1 (coarse) and VEM-VO approach (having the same
number of nodes, see Figure 4a) and b)), are illustrated. Moreover, this comparison includes also the result
for Eq. (32), obtained by a FEM-O2 (coarse) approach, computed with the same number of elements as the
FEM-O1 (coarse) approach (2769 elements). This provides a clear picture of the performance of the methods
VEM-VO, FEM-O1 and FEM-O2 with respect to results, obtained by FEM-O1, undergoing mesh refinement.
At first, we investigate on EC
`
G
˘
out of Eq. (30), computed on varying degree of elastic anisotropy as well as
different crystal lattice structures, see Figure 5. From the investigations in [8], we fix stabilization influence at
VEM-VO computation to β “ 0.1.
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Figure 5: Computational error EC of G of a) AlPO4, quasi-isotropic, orthorhombic unit cell; b) BaNiO3, mildly anisotropic,
hexagonal unit cell; c) MoS2, highly anisotropic, trigonal unit cell
In Figure 5a) we obtain for a quasi-isotropic elastic response a computational error of 5% versus <1% regarding
FEM-O1 versus VEM-VO at same number of nodes. When increasing the degree of anisotropy as well as varying
material symmetry classes, as illustrated in Figure 5b) and 5c), VEM-VO demonstrates a robust performance,
with EC ă 5% for the highest index of anisotropy while the computational error of FEM-O1 (coarse) increases
up to «50%. It has to be noted, that, even if orthorhombic lattice structures induce more non-zero entries in
C than hexagonal structures, the computational error is mainly affected by the degree of elastic anisotropy.
As an example, the computational homogenization based on VEM-VO of a RVE made up by grains of BaNiO3
(the mildly-anisotropic material with an hexagonal lattice structure and EC in Figure 5b)) yields the effective
macroscopic modulus
G “
»————————————–
124.361 68.114 58.489 2.090 ´0.676 ´0.232 ´1.039 ´0.244 0.130
122.194 60.344 ´2.885 1.013 ´3.510 ´0.620 ´0.070 0.238
129.372 1.942 ´0.102 1.808 ´0.349 ´0.151 0.391
53.906 6.096 2.126 ´0.001 ´0.117 0.0514
51.975 ´0.741 ´0.105 ´0.051 ´0.047
sym. 59.111 0.159 0.242 ´0.017
145.883 28.358 6.017
123.173 ´11.078
85.543
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
. (33)
Here, the bold values represent the position of non-zero entries in the modulus Gl at grain-level of the RVE ,
while other entries demonstrate the coupling given by the different grain orientations. At next, we investigate
the performance of VEM-VO regarding particular moduli tC, e, u, collected by G. Therefore, we employ again
materials with three different crystal lattice structures, namely orthorhombic, trigonal and hexagonal structures
in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Again, a robust performance of VEM-VO solution is obtained with regard to orthorhombic
lattice structure with quasi-isotropic moduli, see Figure 6. While the degree of elastic anisotropy is in range of
quasi-isotropic and thus the FEM-O1 solution demonstrates a low computational error regarding C, the results
for te, u can be highly inaccurate with FE-based approaches, see Figure 6b) and 6c). In particular, VEM-VO
vs. FEM-O1 demonstrate «3% vs. 35% computational error. Also, VEM-VO leads only to half of the error
when compared to FEM-O2 («6%).
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Figure 6: Computational error EC of GaPO4 with orthorhombic unit cell: a) effective mechanical modulus C; b) effective electro-
mechanical modulus e; c) effective dielectric modulus 
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Figure 7: Computational error EC ofMoS2 with trigonal unit cell: a) effective mechanical modulus C; b) effective electro-mechanical
modulus e; c) effective dielectric modulus 
In Figure 7, a highly anisotropic behavior regarding C within trigonal lattice structures is investigated. For all
solutions of the particular moduli tC, e, u a robust, low error producing, performance of VEM-VO is obtained.
When addressing the mechanical modulus C, VEM-VO demonstrates approximately 12-times lower error EC
than FEM-O1 using the same number of nodes («4% vs. «51%) and even when applying quadratic shape
functions, the VEM-VO solution is still characterized by an error that is half of FEM-O2 («4% vs. «11%). By
investigating the piezoelectric modulus e in Figure 7b), VEM-VO shows four-times lower values of EC as coarse
FEM-O1 at same number of nodes («8% vs. «36%). Here, VEM-VO and FEM-O2 provide approximately the
same computational error. When investigating on the dielectric modulus  in Figure 7c), low values of EC are
obtained (FEM-O1 coarse «2.5%). However, VEM-VO provides still better results than the FEM-O1 solution
while FEM-O2 shows a slightly better performance as VEM-VO.
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Figure 8: Computational error EC of BN with hexagonal unit cell: a) effective mechanical modulus C; b) effective electro-mechanical
modulus e; c) effective dielectric modulus 
In Figure 8, we depict results for a highly anisotropic hexagonal lattice structure, where less non-zero entries exist
in C with respect to a material with an orthorhombic or trigonal structure. However, such highly anisotropic
environment leads to a high computational error for the effective mechanical modulus regarding the coarse
FEM-O1 solution («59%), see Figure 8a). As observed before, VEM-VO provides accurate computations with
an error of EC («5%), which is again approximately 12-times lower than FEM-O1 for coarse meshes and
approximately two-times lower than FEM-O2 for coarse meshes. Regarding the piezoelectric modulus in Figure
8b), we obtain an approximately 8-times lower values of EC , when comparing VEM-VO to FEM-O1 («3% vs.
«26%) and approximately two-times lower error when comparing VEM-VO to coarse FEM-O2 solutions («3%
vs. «7%). The solutions for the dielectric modulus, illustrated in Figure 8c), provide all a low amount of EC
and show similar behavior as observed before. The VEM-VO computation provides approximately three-times
less computational error, compared to FEM-O1 solution on coarse mesh («0.4% vs. «1.2%). Again, FEM-O2
leads to a slightly better result than VEM-VO, being anyway both very accurate («0.4% vs. 0.2%).
Next, the error for the computation of the effective modulus of the coupled problem G of orthorhombic and
hexagonal lattice structures is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Computational error EC of G of a) GaPO4 with orthorhombic unit cell; b) BN with hexagonal unit cell
The results of the two G show that the effective modulus of the macroscopic coupled problem is mainly influenced
by C. The influence of  on G seems to be negligible. This effect might be caused by the high differences in
magnitude of tC, e, u. A detailed overview for additional results on the computational error EC is listed in the
Appendix A.3.
3.1.2. Influence of Stabilization on relative Deviation
The results of investigations on the computational error EC were obtained by using a fixed value of the stabi-
lization control parameter β “ 0.1 for the VE-approach. Next, the effect of this stabilization parameter in the
range β P r0.05, 1s with ∆β “ 0.05 is studied. Therefore, a relative deviation is introduced, reading
Drel “ 102
ˆ ||p¨q||M ´ ||p¨q||fine
||p¨q||fine
˙
, (34)
which leads to a percentage of dismiss of the utilized approaches with respect to the solution with FEM-O1,
computed at finest mesh, see Figure 4c). For β “ 1, the solution of the VE-approach degenerates to the coarse
FEM-O1 one, since the VE-approach is computed by means of the stabilization part only. In addition, the case
studies associated with the highest values of Drel regarding particular effective moduli tC, e, u are collected in
Figure 11. A detailed overview regarding additional results of relative deviation are provided in the Appendix
A.3.
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Figure 10: Relative deviation Drel of G of a) AlPO4, quasi-isotropic, orthorhombic unit cell; b) BaNiO3, mildly anisotropic,
hexagonal unit cell; c) MoS2, highly anisotropic, trigonal unit cell
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Figure 11: Relative deviation Drel of effective macroscopic moduli: a) mechanical modulus C, BN, hexagonal unit cell; b) electro-
mechanical modulus e, BaNiO3, hexagonal unit cell; c) dielectric modulus , BaNiO3, hexagonal unit cell
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The solutions regarding G, illustrated in Figure 10, show that VEM-VO in all three cases matches the finest
solution at Drel “ 0 for low values of the stabilization parameter β P r0.1, 0.15s. Moreover, as expected, VEM-
VO matches coarse FEM-O1 for β “ 1. The same behavior is observed for particular moduli tC, e, u, illustrated
in Figure 11. The fact that exact results are obtained with VEM-VO employing, in all cases, values of β in
the range r0.1, 0.15s demonstrates a performance of the virtual element method which is accurate and robust
with respect to a variation of material properties. In fact, a constant value β « 0.1 can be employed for the
computational homogenization of anisotropic materials in the wide range of anisotropic properties, obtaining
accurate results (Drel « 0). In all cases, FEM-O1, computed on the sub-mesh of VEM-VO, demonstrates the
highest values of Drel (from « 4% up to « 59%), always higher than VEM-VO. Also FEM-O2 shows higher
relative deviation (from « 0.9% up to « 12%) than VEM-VO with β “ 0.1.
The low optimal value of β « 0.1 suggests that the application at hand requires a small stabilization of the
virtual element. Thus the stabilization term is only needed to eliminate the virtual elements rank-deficiency.
3.2. Investigation on macroscopic electro-magneto-mechanical hybrid material
Additionally the virtual element framework is applied to a RVE consisting of a hybrid structure made up by
two different polycrystalline materials. One of them behaves electro-mechanically and the other one magneto-
mechanically. Thus, an electro-magneto-mechanical fully coupled problem is obtained, characterized by the
effective macroscopic modulus
G “
»– C ´eT ´qT´e ´ 0
´q 0 µ
fifl . (35)
Note that there is no electro-magnetic coupling and thus α “ 0. The material properties G of piezo-electric
(BaTiO3) and magneto-mechanical (CoFe2O4) single grains are taken from [9] and listed in Table 2.
Parameter BaTiO3 CoFe2O4 Parameter BaTiO3 CoFe2O4
C11 166 212.1 e31 ´4.4 0
C12 76.6 74.5 e33 18.6 0
C13 77.5 74.5 e15 11.6 0
C33 162 212.1 q31 0 580.3
C44 42.9 68.8 q33 0 ´699.7
11 0.0112 8 ¨ 10´5 q15 0 550
33 0.0126 9.3 ¨ 10´5 α11 0 0
µ11 1.26 157 α33 0 0µ33 1.26 157
Table 2: Material Parameters of BaTiO3 (piezo-electric) and CoFe2O4 (magneto-mechanical) single grains. Units: CijpGPaq,
eijpC{m2q, qijpN{Amq, ijpmC{kVmq, µijpN{kA2q, αijps{mq
Since the hybrid RVE consists of two materials, P is introduced as the volume fraction of CoFe2O4 grains. The
RVE from Figure 12 with 100 grains is used here.
a) b) c)
Figure 12: Artificially generated hybrid RVE (exploded view) illustrating a composite microstructure of BaTiO3 (green) and
CoFe2O4 (blue) with fraction of a) P “ 0.25; b) P “ 0.5; c) P “ 0.75
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3.2.1. Constitutive model specialization
The material symmetry of BaTiO3 and CoFe2O4 is transversely isotropic. The potential energy function is
introduced in a convenient invariant space1 from literature [9]. Hence, a split into field- and coupling related
parts is used. The energetic contribution of underlying anisotropy is added by introducing a vector ag such
that ||ag|| “ 1, for any g P RVE , that refers to the preferred direction of the solid grain. The energy density
functional of each grain g is additivly decomposed as
ψg “ ψel,g ` ψem,g ` ψmm,g ` ψdiel,g ` ψmag,g,
ψel,g “ λ
2
I21 ` µI2 ` ω1I5,g ` ω2I24,g ` ω3I1I4,g,
ψem,g “ β1I1Je2,g ` β2I4,gJe2,g ` β3Ke1,g,
ψmm,g “ κ1I1Jm2,g ` κ2I4,gJm2,g ` κ3Km1,g,
ψdiel,g “ γ1Je1 ` γ2pJe2,gq2,
ψmag,g “ ξ1Jm1 ` ξ2pJm2,gq2,
(36)
representing, respectively, the pure elastic, electro-mechanically, magneto-mechanically, dielectric as well as
magnetic contributions. The invariants of the considered energy density functions are given by
I1 “ Tr rεs , I2 “ Tr
“
ε2
‰
, I4,g “ Tr rεmgs , I5,g “ Tr
“
ε2mg
‰
,
Je1 “ Tr rEbEs , Je2,g “ Tr rEb ags , Jm1 “ Tr rHbHs , Jm2,g “ Tr rHb ags ,
Ke1,g “ Tr rε pEb agqs , Km1,g “ Tr rε pHb agqs ,
(37)
with mg “ ag b ag being the structural tensor, identifying the contribution of underlying anisotropy to the
energy density functional of each grain [9]. The coefficients are obtained from material parameters (see Table
2) as
λ “ C12, µ “ 1
2
pC11 ´ C12q , ω1 “ 2C44 ` C12 ´ C11, ω2 “ 1
2
pC11 ` C33q ´ 2C44 ´ C13,
ω3 “ C13 ´ C12, β1 “ ´e31, β2 “ e31 ´ e33 ` 2e15, β3 “ ´2e15, κ1 “ ´q31,
κ2 “ q31 ´ q33 ` 2q15, κ3 “ ´2q15, γ1 “ ´1
2
11, γ2 “ 1
2
p11 ´ 33q ,
ξ1 “ ´1
2
µ11, ξ2 “ 12 pµ11 ´ µ33q .
(38)
3.2.2. Computational Error and Stabilization Influence
The computational error EC obtained by means of a VEM-based homogenization (see Eq. (32)) is represented
in Figure 13, employing a stabilization β “ 0.1, for different volume fractions P of CoFe2O4 grains.
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Figure 13: a) computational error of the effective macroscopic modulus G, computed by VEM-VO for pβ “ βoptq and pβ “ 0.1q
with respect to a volume fraction P of CoFe2O4; b) Influence of the volume fraction P of CoFe2O4 on the optimal stabilization
parameter βopt
1Prominent works on the constitutive modelling of anisotropic multiphysics materials via potential energy functions, embedded
in an invariant-formulation, are done by J. Schröder and co-workers in for example [24, 25, 26, 27].
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In order to investigate on the influence of the stabilization parameter in the case of a hybrid microstructure,
the optimal value for β regarding the solution for the effective macroscopic modulus G is introduced as
βopt :“ min
β
tEC rVEM-VOpP, βqsu. (39)
The considered volume fractions are in the range P P r0.05, 0.95s with step-size being ∆P “ 0.1. Both results,
the EC |β“0.1 and EC |β“βopt of the effective macroscopic modulus G, computed by the VEM-VO approach, are
illustrated in Figure 13a). An overall increase of EC is observed for increasing values of P when the stabilization
influence is hold constant. A peak of EC is reached at P “ 0.65. However, the range of EC of a VE-approach,
acting in an anisotropic and heterogeneous framework remains low with a maximum at EC “ 0.001, which
illustrates the accuracy of the computational approach. The results, depicted in Figure 13b), demonstrate an
increase of the optimal stabilization parameter βopt with P. Although the computational error can be optimized
by tuning β (by obtaining values of EC |β“βopt which are one order of magnitude lower than EC |β“0.1), the low
absolute values obtained for EC |β“0.1 prove that the accuracy in the case under investigation is high and robust
also by employing a constant value of β for different microstructures (cf., Figure 13).
4. Conclusion
In this work, the authors investigated the performance of a low order virtual element homogenization scheme
regarding polycrystalline microstructures. The underlying microstructure was modeled by artificially generated
polyhedral elements, computed by voronoi tesselation. The advantage of a VE-approach is related to a perfect
fit of grain geometries. Firstly, piezo-electric materials with different crystal lattice structures (orthorhombic,
hexagonal and trigonal unit cells) were investigated. The effects of different degree of elastic anisotropy were an-
alyzed. The applied virtual element scheme (VEM-VO) demonstrated a high and robust performance regarding
the computational error, computed with respect to an overkilled FEM-based scheme. VEM-VO outperformes
for all lattice structures and for every degree of elastic anisotropy a linear FEM-O1 approach with the same
number of nodes by up to 12-times lower error values. In addition, VEM-VO shows also better performance of
FEM-based approaches with quadratic shape functions.
In the second part of the work, the authors employed a hybrid microstructure, consisting of two different
polycrystalline materials, having either piezo-electric or magneto-mechanical properties. Here, the obtained
macroscopic behavior is fully coupled and exhibits an electro-magneto-mechanical behavior. The VEM-based
homogenization scheme demonstrated an accurate behavior also in this case, independently from the compo-
sition of the microstructure (i.e., for different volume fractions of one grain type). VEM results are accurate
by employing the same value of the stabilization parameter for all materials and microstructural properties
investigated in this work. It might be considered that a stabilized method like VEM cannot be applied to
different classes of problems easily since the stabilization parameter needs to be adjusted. However, in this
paper and in [8] it was shown that all results were obtained with the same stability parameter of β “ 0.1.
Hence the application of VEM in homogenization can rely on a fixed stabilization parameter and thus needs no
adjustment.
In conclusion, the results clearly demonstrate the applicability and the advantage of a VEM-VO scheme in
comparison to classical FE-approaches for the homogenization of polycrystalline microstructures with grains
characterized by anisotropic and multiphysical behaviors.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Transformation Matrices
The rotation matrix Q is multiplicative decomposed to Q “ Q1Q2Q3 with its particular parts as
Q1 “
»–1 0 00 cosϑ1 ´ sinϑ1
0 sinϑ1 cosϑ1
fifl , Q2 “
»– cosϑ2 0 sinϑ20 1 0
´ sinϑ2 0 cosϑ2
fifl , Q3 “
»–cosϑ3 ´ sinϑ3 0sinϑ3 cosϑ3 0
0 0 1
fifl ,
with ϑi P r0, 2pis ,@i P t1, 2, 3u as the angles of rotation with respect to origin main axes of the RVE , aligned to
unit (global) basis vectors ei in spatial dimension R3. The transformations tTσ,Tεu “ tTσ1Tσ2Tσ3 ,Tε1Tε2Tε3u
of stresses and strains are also multiplicative decomposed and related to the same main axes of the RVE . The
single components read [10]:
Tσ1 “
»——————–
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 cos2 ϑ1 sin
2 ϑ1 2 cosϑ1 sinϑ1 0 0
0 sin2 ϑ1 cos
2 ϑ1 ´2 cosϑ1 sinϑ1 0 0
0 ´ cosϑ1 sinϑ1 cosϑ1 sinϑ1 cos2 ϑ1 ´ sin2 ϑ1 0 0
0 0 0 0 cosϑ1 ´ sinϑ1
0 0 0 0 sinϑ1 cosϑ1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
Tσ2 “
»——————–
cos2 ϑ2 0 sin
2 ϑ2 0 2 cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
sin2 ϑ2 0 cos
2 ϑ2 0 ´2 cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0
0 0 0 cosϑ2 0 ´ sinϑ2
´ cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0 cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0 cos2 ϑ2 ´ sin2 ϑ2 0
0 0 0 sinϑ2 0 cosϑ2
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
Tσ3 “
»——————–
cos2 ϑ3 sin
2 ϑ3 0 0 0 2 cosϑ3 sinϑ3
sin2 ϑ3 cos
2 ϑ3 0 0 0 ´2 cosϑ3 sinϑ3
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 cosϑ3 ´ sinϑ3 0
0 0 0 sinϑ3 cosϑ3 0
´ cosϑ3 sinϑ3 cosϑ3 sinϑ3 0 0 0 cos2 ϑ3 ´ sin2 ϑ3
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
Tε1 “
»——————–
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 cos2 ϑ1 sin
2 ϑ1 cosϑ1 sinϑ1 0 0
0 sin2 ϑ1 cos
2 ϑ1 ´ cosϑ1 sinϑ1 0 0
0 ´2 cosϑ1 sinϑ1 2 cosϑ1 sinϑ1 cos2 ϑ1 ´ sin2 ϑ1 0 0
0 0 0 0 cosϑ1 ´ sinϑ1
0 0 0 0 sinϑ1 cosϑ1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
Tε2 “
»——————–
cos2 ϑ2 0 sin
2 ϑ2 0 cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
sin2 ϑ2 0 cos
2 ϑ2 0 ´ cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0
0 0 0 cosϑ2 0 ´ sinϑ2
´2 cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0 2 cosϑ2 sinϑ2 0 cos2 ϑ2 ´ sin2 ϑ2 0
0 0 0 sinϑ2 0 cosϑ2
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
Tε3 “
»——————–
cos2 ϑ3 sin
2 ϑ3 0 0 0 cosϑ3 sinϑ3
sin2 ϑ3 cos
2 ϑ3 0 0 0 ´ cosϑ3 sinϑ3
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 cosϑ3 ´ sinϑ3 0
0 0 0 sinϑ3 cosϑ3 0
´2 cosϑ3 sinϑ3 2 cosϑ3 sinϑ3 0 0 0 cos2 ϑ3 ´ sin2 ϑ3
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl .
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A.2. Shape of piezo-electric Moduli in Lattice Structures
An hexagonal crystal system (point groups t6¯m2, 6mmu) is characterized by the following moduli C, , e
[21, 28]:
Chex “
»——————–
C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C11 C13 0 0 0
C33 0 0 0
C44 0 0
sym. C44 0
1
2 pC11 ´ C12q
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , hex “
»– 11 0 011 0
sym. 33
fifl ,
e6¯m2hex “
»– 0 0 0 0 0 ´e22´e22 e22 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
fifl , e6mmhex “
»– 0 0 0 0 e15 00 0 0 e15 0 0
e31 e31 e33 0 0 0
fifl
. A trigonal crystal system (point group 3m) is characterized by the following moduli C, , e [21, 28]:
Ctrig “ Chex, trig “ hex,
etrig “
»– 0 0 0 0 e15 ´e22´e22 e22 0 e15 0 0
e31 e31 e33 0 0 0
fifl .
Materials with trigonal crystal system, used in this work, demonstrate e31 “ 0.
An orthorhombic crystal system (point group 222) is characterized by the following moduli C, , e [21, 28]:
Corth “
»——————–
C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C22 C23 0 0 0
C33 0 0 0
C44 0 0
sym. C55 0
C66
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , orth “
»– 11 0 022 0
sym. 33
fifl ,
eorth “
»–0 0 0 e14 0 00 0 0 0 e25 0
0 0 0 0 0 e36
fifl .
A.3. Additional Results
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Figure 14: Computational error EC of BaNiO3 with hexagonal unit cell: a) effective mechanical modulus C; b) effective electro-
mechanical modulus e; c) effective dielectric modulus 
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Figure 15: Computational error EC of AlPO4 with orthorhombic unit cell: a) effective mechanical modulus C; b) effective electro-
mechanical modulus e; c) effective dielectric modulus 
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Figure 16: Relative deviation Drel of effective macroscopic moduli, material AlPO4, orthorhombic unit cell: a) mechanical modulus
C; b) electro-mechanical modulus e; c) dielectric modulus 
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Figure 17: Relative deviation Drel of effective macroscopic moduli, material GaPO4, orthorhombic unit cell: a) mechanical modulus
C; b) electro-mechanical modulus e; c) dielectric modulus 
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Figure 18: Relative deviation Drel of effective macroscopic moduli, material MoS2, trigonal unit cell: a) mechanical modulus C; b)
electro-mechanical modulus e; c) dielectric modulus 
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Figure 19: Relative deviation Drel of effective macroscopic moduli: a) mechanical modulus C, BaNiO3, hexagonal unit cell; b)
electro-mechanical modulus e, BN, hexagonal unit cell; c) dielectric modulus , BN, hexagonal unit cell
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Figure 20: Relative deviation Drel of effective macroscopic modulus G: a) GaPO4, orthorhombic unit cell; b) BN, hexagonal unit
cell
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